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Fáilte chuig Comórtas Na mBailte Slachtmhara Super Valu don bhliain 2022. Táimid buíoch daoibh as ucht na 
hiontrála a chur chugainn, agus guimíd gach rath ar bhúr gcuid oibre amach anseo. A warm welcome is extended to 
the tidy towns committee in Rush of 18 members and your small army (160) of volunteers. By any measure, this is a 
very impressive level of participation. We urge you to make sure that you are harnessing them to full effect. 
Consider allocating them into teams that can be allocated to projects under the different tidy towns categories. We 
are pleased (but not surprised) to see that some excellent links have been forged with everyone from statutory 
bodies and agencies (such as Fingal County Council and Urbact), businesses and community-based groups. It is 
also great to see that there are connections in place between schools and youth groups in your town and your youth 
liaison officer. We were delighted to read about the Junior Tidy Towns Committee and we applaud their involvement 
in a growing number of projects. Perhaps they are ready to take the next step – which involves identifying and 
taking responsibility for some projects of their own? Thank you for following the guidance of the adjudicator last year 
and including just one project for special attention in this category. While it is a good comprehensive entry form, its 
remains long (54 pages) and we would ask you to look for opportunities to cut it down. For example, make sure that 
no repetition takes place and that the number of photos is minimised. Take care also to label all projects presented 
with either N (new), M (for maintenance) or FP (Future Project) to enable the adjudicator to properly distinguish 
between them as this will avoid confusion during adjudication. It is important to remember that only projects that 
have been completed should be labelled new (N). Bear in mind that if projects have not been started by the time you 
submit your entry form in the third week in May, there is a strong possibility that they will not be place when 
adjudication commences in early to mid June.
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The town of Rush has a number of lovely heritage buildings with the old Mill on the Mill bank and the historic Kenure 
Gates standing out. We note that these structures have been illuminated for this year’s competition to improve the 
visibility at night time. We also enjoyed seeing the heritage trail signs (such as the one positioned at Echlin Curt) 
which were read with interest. Other buildings also impressed. The Scout Den (inside the gates of Kenure Park) 
looked great and it is pleasing to see that this historical structure has been repurposed to accommodate a 
community function. St Maur’s Church is also a lovely natural stone building and we loved seeing the old style 
thatched cottages at Sandy Row and the Skerries Road. These lovely traditional style buildings are distinctive 
features of your town and they represent important links with the past. We were surprised to see that there were 
some derelict and vacant houses visible in your town centre. Given that it is a government priority to regenerate our 
town and village centres by reusing vacant properties and redeveloping derelict sites, it is recommended that this 
matter should be raised with Fingal County Council. The Council have a range of powers at their disposal to require 
properly owners to take the necessary remedial actions (up to and including compulsory purchase) to ensure that all 
properties are maintained and in productive use. We know from your entry form that businesses throughout your 
town have worked hard to ensure that their buildings looked their best for adjudication by participating in the Fingal 
County Council scheme and painting their shopfronts (in accordance with a recommended palette). We are pleased 
to report that they looked great during our visit with the vast majority achieving a high standard of presentation. With 
so many good quality shopfronts and business premises to be seen, it is difficult to highlight good examples in this 
report. Notwithstanding this point, praise is due to the Credit Union (with its lovely modern design), Sharon’s beauty 
salon, Supervalu, the Haven Pharmacy, Select and Go, the Rush Allcare Pharmacy, Café Verde, the Strand, Bird of 
Paradise, Carlryans and the Harbour Bar for the work that they have undertaken on the appearance of the buildings. 
Public buildings also impressed with Rush National School, the Millbank Theatre and the Community Centre all 
looking well. We would like to commend everyone who was involved in painting the sea themed murals on the toilet 
building in the neat and tidy Harbour Park – it looked fabulous during our visit. We also enjoyed our visit to Anchor 
Square where the original anchor from the HMS Tayleur, good quality information signage and attractive planting 
could be seen. It is noted that this area is to be revamped in 2023 and we look forward to seeing this project 
complete when we return next year. The central square on Main Street is also impressive with its contemporary 
seats, attractive paving, trees and eye-catching wooden sculptures (of local Men of the Sea like ‘Jack the 
Bachelor’). The mural wall that contains a range of interesting paintings depicting past, present and future life in 
Rush is a lovely piece of work and we are pleased to see that this area has been further enhanced by fresh planting 
and the addition of bug hotels. An attractive mural was also spotted on the walls of the toilet building at South 
Beach. We were delighted to find out that the 6 derelict buildings on Main Street are awaiting development. Your 
committee and volunteers are commended on the hard work that you have carried out maintaining and improving 
the public areas in Rush such as the Millbank, the harbour area (with its seats, art installations and colourful 
planting) and South Beach car park (with its three seating benches and more to come). Well done also on providing 
2 new recycled seating benches at Taylor’s point green which provide wonderful sea views. We note that the 
placing of a statue of girl at the community centre was to take place but this was not visible during our visit – did we 
miss it? Well done also on collaborating with the ESB and Dublin bus to improve the appearance of their property.
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properties are maintained and in productive use. We know from your entry form that businesses throughout your 
town have worked hard to ensure that their buildings looked their best for adjudication by participating in the Fingal 
County Council scheme and painting their shopfronts (in accordance with a recommended palette). We are pleased 
to report that they looked great during our visit with the vast majority achieving a high standard of presentation. With 
so many good quality shopfronts and business premises to be seen, it is difficult to highlight good examples in this 
report. Notwithstanding this point, praise is due to the Credit Union (with its lovely modern design), Sharon’s beauty 
salon, Supervalu, the Haven Pharmacy, Select and Go, the Rush Allcare Pharmacy, Café Verde, the Strand, Bird of 
Paradise, Carlryans and the Harbour Bar for the work that they have undertaken on the appearance of the buildings. 
Public buildings also impressed with Rush National School, the Millbank Theatre and the Community Centre all 
looking well. We would like to commend everyone who was involved in painting the sea themed murals on the toilet 
building in the neat and tidy Harbour Park – it looked fabulous during our visit. We also enjoyed our visit to Anchor 
Square where the original anchor from the HMS Tayleur, good quality information signage and attractive planting 
could be seen. It is noted that this area is to be revamped in 2023 and we look forward to seeing this project 
complete when we return next year. The central square on Main Street is also impressive with its contemporary 
seats, attractive paving, trees and eye-catching wooden sculptures (of local Men of the Sea like ‘Jack the 
Bachelor’). The mural wall that contains a range of interesting paintings depicting past, present and future life in 
Rush is a lovely piece of work and we are pleased to see that this area has been further enhanced by fresh planting 
and the addition of bug hotels. An attractive mural was also spotted on the walls of the toilet building at South 
Beach. We were delighted to find out that the 6 derelict buildings on Main Street are awaiting development. Your 
committee and volunteers are commended on the hard work that you have carried out maintaining and improving 
the public areas in Rush such as the Millbank, the harbour area (with its seats, art installations and colourful 
planting) and South Beach car park (with its three seating benches and more to come). Well done also on providing 
2 new recycled seating benches at Taylor’s point green which provide wonderful sea views. We note that the 
placing of a statue of girl at the community centre was to take place but this was not visible during our visit – did we 
miss it? Well done also on collaborating with the ESB and Dublin bus to improve the appearance of their property.

There were plenty of good landscaping projects to be seen in Rush during adjudication. We note from your entry 
form that your committee and volunteers have put a lot of thought into your planting schemes as you were 
determined to select resilient plant species that can withstand the challenging coastal conditions in your town and 
which have the capacity to make an important contribution to biodiversity and pollinators. We acknowledge that this 
has led to many ‘hardy’ perennials being selected but in our view, the result is most impressive and plenty of 
landscaping highlights were visible during our visit. We would like to begin by complimenting all who are involved in 
the landscaping of the church grounds (opposite Tesco) as they accommodate a wonderful mix of colourful summer 
bedding plants and roses in bloom (at the statue) and mature shrubs and trees surrounding the car park. The 
landscaped bed on the pavement outside Tesco was reasonable but it would benefit from a revamp in time for next 
year’s competition. A very attractive gravel-based landscaping bed with eye-catching landscaping including 
decorative grasses was spotted along the Avenue on the approach to Knightsgate and we are pleased to see that 
this scheme is maturing well. The lavender beds in the car park opposite the Milbank theatre looked nice while the 
bank of Montbretia that can be found at the base of the walls to Kenure Park looked well. The rose bed that lined 
the car park beside the main streets Central Square is attractive but the weed that was popping up here gave it an 
untidy appearance. The floral displays in the numerous hanging baskets (on poles) and the tiered planters lining the 
Main Street looked very well and they added warm summer colours to the centre of your town. We would also like to 
compliment business owners and occupiers (such as the Harbour Bar, Bird of Paradise, the Strand, Supervalu and 
the Credit Union) who supplied colourful window boxes, hanging baskets and planters to the front of their premises. 
The landscaping bed at the base of the water pump at the harbour looked great with its decorative grasses, poppies 
and what appeared to colourful geums (avens). You are also commended on positioning for attractive planters at 
the painted water pump on Old Bawn Road. We enjoyed seeing the landscaping at the Whitestown road which 
included a good range of pollinator friendly species (such as thyme) and shrubs. We are delighted to learn that it is 
proposed to vary this planting in accordance with the seasons in order to ensure that there are sources of pollen at 
key times of the year. The provision of a bee friendly hedge on the Quay Road is appreciated and we wondered if 
this is the extensive Hebe that forms the roadside boundary at Tayleurs Point / Tower Road? The recently planted 
gravel-based bed at the entrance to Brookfield Park is nice and your committee and volunteers are commended on 
the careful maintenance that you have undertaken on the many existing landscaped schemes throughout your town.

We were delighted to read that a 3 year biodiversity plan has been prepared and while we acknowledge that its 
adoption by the Council has been delayed, we look forward to seeing it finalised in the near future. In the event that 
it is available in time for the competition next year, we would appreciate if a summary of the key actions in the 
biodiversity plan could be submitted along with your tidy towns application form. We are glad to see that your 
committee and volunteers have wholeheartedly embraced the recommendations of the all Ireland Pollinator Plan. 
This is clearly demonstrated by your proactive planting of pollinator friendly varieties in your many landscaping 
schemes and by the provision of a pollination loop at South Beach, Quay road and Tayleur’s point with its Hebe 
hedging. We were particularly impressed to read that a transect of the new hedges in the south beach car park was 
carried out in order to ascertain their effectiveness with the results being uploaded to the National biodiversity 
research pages. We urge you to keep this up and to expand your surveys to include planting schemes that have 
been undertaken in other parts of your town. Perhaps the schoolchildren would be interested in collaborating on 
some of these projects (as they are consistent with the green schools programme themes)? Well done on providing 
planting in Kenure Woods that is specifically designed to benefit the bat population in Rush and we wondered if you 
had considered undertaking a survey of the bat population in order to ascertain if it is growing or not? The 
expansion of your pollen rich bulb planting programme into some of the residential estates in Rush is applauded as 
this is a great way of boosting local pollen sources. It is great to see that your tree planting programme has resumed 
and that community orchards (comprising a total of 40 trees) have been planted in 4 different estates in your town. 
Perhaps other estates could be persuaded to follow suit? The practice and promotion of a pesticide free zone is 
considered to be particularly important project for your town. As weedkillers and herbicides are particularly harmful 
to biodiversity, we would encourage you to try and get as many landowners (such as schools and other 
organisations) and residents as possible to support your pesticide free zone initiative. We were interested to read 
that a bird survey has been completed in St Catherine’s and Kenure Woods and we wondered if the results of it 
have been made available? The provision of bird and bat boxes is noted and we would be interested to hear if they 
have any occupants? We are glad to read that your committee and volunteers continually engage in online and on 
site training on biodiversity related themes and that your regularly raise awareness of natural heritage events (and 
actions) among the wider community through your social media account. The leaf mould, wormery and using locally 
propagated perennial plants projects are considered under the sustainability category of this report.

Green Spaces and Landscaping / Spásanna Glasa agus Tírdhreachú:

Nature and Biodiversity in your Locality / An Dúlra agus an Bhithéagsúlacht i do cheantar:



expansion of your pollen rich bulb planting programme into some of the residential estates in Rush is applauded as 
this is a great way of boosting local pollen sources. It is great to see that your tree planting programme has resumed 
and that community orchards (comprising a total of 40 trees) have been planted in 4 different estates in your town. 
Perhaps other estates could be persuaded to follow suit? The practice and promotion of a pesticide free zone is 
considered to be particularly important project for your town. As weedkillers and herbicides are particularly harmful 
to biodiversity, we would encourage you to try and get as many landowners (such as schools and other 
organisations) and residents as possible to support your pesticide free zone initiative. We were interested to read 
that a bird survey has been completed in St Catherine’s and Kenure Woods and we wondered if the results of it 
have been made available? The provision of bird and bat boxes is noted and we would be interested to hear if they 
have any occupants? We are glad to read that your committee and volunteers continually engage in online and on 
site training on biodiversity related themes and that your regularly raise awareness of natural heritage events (and 
actions) among the wider community through your social media account. The leaf mould, wormery and using locally 
propagated perennial plants projects are considered under the sustainability category of this report.

Rush looked great on adjudication day with virtually all areas looking clean and tidy. A high standard of litter control 
was achieved with the majority of areas appearing litter free. There were a small number of exceptions to this. Small 
amounts of litter could be seen in a number of isolated locations such as the seating area at the park entrance, at 
the planted bed outside Tesco and in a small number of locations on Main Street (including around the planting bed 
at the entrance to Annes garden). Harbour Park, the Playground and the South beach car park were all notably 
clean and tidy. However, we would like to emphasise that litter was difficult to spot and it was perfectly clear to the 
adjudicator that close attention is paid to managing litter. We would also like to commend the committee and 
volunteers on the hard work that they have undertaken on keeping Rush neat and tidy as kerbs were weeded, 
roadsides were in good condition and pathways had been swept. As always, a small number of improvements are 
possible. We were surprised to see that weed was sprouting up in the public space in the centre of the town and this 
gave it a somewhat untidy appearance. While the area around the bin banks at the beach car park was clean and 
tidy, the bins themselves were in need of maintenance and we wondered if they could be power washed? A small 
number of sign poles were also spotted that had no signs and they should be removed or have signs fixed to them.

The projects that you have carried out under this category for this year’s competition demonstrate that your 
committee and volunteers are fully aware of the need to conserve energy, consume less resources and avoid the 
generation of unnecessary waste. We are pleased to see that you are engaged in an excellent range of projects - 
from good practical actions which are enabling you to adopt more sustainable behaviours in your day-to-day 
activities to raising awareness of how more sustainable approaches are possible in Rush. It is great to hear that 
your committee and volunteers are making your own compost (and leaf mould) and harvesting your own rainwater – 
these are very important projects for reducing the amount of resources that you consume (such as peat-based 
commercially produced compost and treated water). Propagating your own plants from plant cuttings is another 
effective action and we urge you to keep this up. A logical next step would be to set targets. Why not aim to be 
100% self-sufficient with respect to compost, rainwater and plants by 2024? Achieving this target would not only 
reduce the amount of resources that you consume but it would also demonstrate to the wider community that 
adopting more sustainable behaviours is both possible and achievable. Well done also on participating in the 
steering committee of the Rush zero waste community and we note that you are currently working on a roadmap for 
your town.
We are delighted to see that you are currently collaborating with local businesses and schools on a range of good 
quality projects. Your hosting of workshops on sustainability in nature, reducing food waste and promoting recycling 
are applauded and we wondered if any further events on energy conservation are planned? There appears to be 
some great collaborations in train between your committee, local businesses and the wider community - all of which 
are focused on reducing waste (such as promoting re-usable cups, producing bin stickers to help with segregation, 
crisp packet recycling and up cycling donated bikes). These are all great initiatives and we wish you the best of luck 
with them. You are also encouraged to try and think of ways of tracking the effectiveness of each of these initiatives 
as this information will help you review and improve them if necessary.

A very high standard of presentation could be seen in properties and gardens throughout Rush. We loved seeing 
the mix of buildings from traditional style single storey cottages to modern houses of contemporary design as this 
adds interest for the visitor. We were glad to see that there is a high level of buy in to the tidy towns competition 
from the different residential estates as each one has focused on specific projects for this year's competition. Well 
done to Ceol na Mara for the colourful landscaping on view at the entrance to their estate and we loved the long 
linear bed with its diverse range of species along the Avenue. The bank of roses in bloom along the front boundary 
wall of Tayleurs point was a highlight while Annes garden at the entrance to Hands Lane was delightful. 
Coopersfield looked well with its attractive (and landscaped) name stone and trimmed green areas while the mature 
entrance shrub beds and tall entrance name plate at Golden Ridge caught our eye. The modern development of 
Knightsbridge was very impressive and we are pleased to see that a wild seed garden has been created here. We 
applaud the residents of Palmer’s Court for providing a butterfly wall in their estate and we are delighted to read that 
residents associations are adding planting pollinator friendly species to their landscaping schemes (such as Seafield 
Court and Ravenswell) as well as sowing community orchards. These are considered to be very positive steps and 
we would like to see as many estates as possible engaging in these activities.

Sustainability – Doing more with less / Inmharthanacht - Mórán ar an mbeagán:

Tidiness and Litter Control / Slachtmhaireacht agus Rialú Bruscair:

Residential Streets & Housing Areas / Sráideanna Cónaithe & Ceantair Tithíochta:

Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes / Bóithre Isteach, Sráideanna & Lánaí:



The approach roads into Rush were impressive. The prominent sign and planting at Spout Road stood out while the 
new bilingual natural stone entrance name plate on display in an attractive shrub bed (at the junction of Whitestown 
road and the Old road) looked nice. The gravel-based planted beds to the rear of the entrance nameplate here also 
looked well although weed had started to pop up at the time of our visit. The approach road from Skerries also 
achieved a good standard with attractive entrance name signage and eye-catching planting visible while the new 
welcome stone at South Beach was appreciated. Although the standard of surfacing throughout the town was 
considered to generally good, a section of the road beside the park (that leads to Kenure Gate) was an exception 
and it could be improved. We loved the narrow country lanes that connected the main street with the coastline and 
beach and it was particularly pleasing to see that many of them restrict access to cars – as this provides for a very 
pleasant experience for cyclists and walkers. The projects that have been undertaken under this category for this 
year’s competition are acknowledged. Well done on painting the farm equipment on the Skerries Road and for 
painting the water pump (and adding landscaping) at Old Bawn Road.

Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes / Bóithre Isteach, Sráideanna & Lánaí:

Concluding Remarks:

We would like to congratulate the committee, volunteers, residents and your project partners in Rush for completing 
many high quality projects for this year’s competition. Be confident that the hard work that you are undertaking is 
significantly improving Rush as place to live in and visit. We look forward to returning again in 2023 when further 
progress is anticipated.


